**Key points**

1. Afghanistan was not Korea. False analogies to peacetime military garrisons cheapen war and conflate wildly different forms of “support” to U.S. allies.

2. War in Afghanistan was costly—to taxpayers, to civilians, to American soft power, to democratic legitimacy, and to the West’s strategic attention. Thus, withdrawal saved a fortune, saved lives, aided America’s reputation, honored democratic and constitutional principles, and focused Western strategists.

3. War was not protecting Americans from terrorism. Keeping troops in but one of many places terrorists may operate did not meaningfully reduce Americans’ microscopic risk of being harmed in a terrorist attack.

4. War was not helping Afghanistan. Democracy is a strong word for what U.S. forces propped up. Far from maintaining stability, the continued presence of those forces only prolonged armed struggle against a corrupt rentier state, impeding organic or sustainable long-term development.

5. Credibility is highly contextual and unaffected by admitting defeat after 20 years of futile effort. If anything, the resources freed up by withdrawal make the United States better able to honor other commitments.

---

**Afghanistan was not Korea**

The defining decision of President Joe Biden’s first year of foreign policy was the withdrawal of U.S. forces from Afghanistan, where America fought its longest war from 2001 to 2021.

By the end of this time, the costs of continued war outweighed any strategic or humanitarian interest the United States had left in the country. This explainer accounts for these costs then compares them to the war’s alleged benefits to show why withdrawing from Afghanistan was necessary, beneficial, and overdue.

Amid heartbreaking scenes at Kabul airport, several prominent critics argued the United States should have sustained a “light footprint” to “support American allies,” just as it does all over the world.1 After all, U.S. forces have been in Germany, Japan, and South Korea for more than 70 years.2 Should the United States have been equally patient in Afghanistan?3

No. The United States was fighting a war in Afghanistan, one utterly incomparable to its peacetime presence elsewhere. No other allies receive America’s direct participation in a civil war of such scale, duration, and intensity, and for good reason: war costs more than peace in ways that affect the wisdom and ethics of indefinitely waging it.

Euphemisms like “presence” or “support” omit description of just what the United States was doing in Afghanistan. In recent years, it was predominantly air support—which is military-speak for dropping bombs and firing missiles to kill people and blow up stuff. In 2018 and 2019, U.S. forces dropped 7,362 and 7,423 munitions a year, respectively—about 20 per day—compared to just 957 bombs in 2015. Fighting from the air instead of the ground reduced risk to U.S. servicemembers, but it did not make U.S. involvement any less warlike.4

---


Moreover, the speed of the Taliban victory after U.S. withdrawal demonstrates the United States was not merely fighting a war but preserving a state of war that would not have otherwise persisted. That’s a fundamentally different model than postwar Germany, Japan, or South Korea, in which the U.S. achieved victory, then stayed to deter external threats, quickly enabling decades of peace. Conflating these missions trivializes the substantial costs of indefinite meddling in intractable foreign conflicts.

The costs of war were many—so withdrawal saved a lot

Withdrawal saved a fortune

From 2016 to 2019, the war in Afghanistan cost some $40 billion a year to support between 9,000 and 13,000 troops in the country. By comparison, maintaining U.S. troops in South Korea and Japan cost just $3 billion and $5 billion a year over this same period—even though these countries housed 28,500 and 55,000 troops, respectively.\(^5\)

Any presence in Afghanistan beyond 2021 would again have cost taxpayers much more than peacetime garrisons elsewhere. Although President Trump reduced troop levels to 2,500 following the 2020 Doha agreement, this lighter footprint was only possible because of the agreement to withdraw. Had President Biden chosen to stay, such levels would not have sufficed moving forward. A United States Institute of Peace Afghanistan study group concluded in February 2021 that “around 4,500 troops are required to secure U.S. interests under current conditions”—and conditions were likely to change for the worse once the Taliban launched their summer offensive.\(^6\) Besides, the number of troops in the country was not the primary driver of increased costs, as the East Asian comparisons show.
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**Fighting the war in Afghanistan was significantly more costly than maintaining permanent peacetime garrisons in either Japan or South Korea.**

Withdrawal saved lives

From 2001 to 2021, the war in Afghanistan killed roughly 240,000 people, and more than 71,000 civilians.\(^7\) And unlike American fatalities, overall fatalities had markedly increased since 2015, approaching 15,000 Afghan soldiers and civilians

---


For perspective, more civilians were dying from combat each year than Americans who perished on 9/11. This made continued U.S. presence difficult to justify on counterterrorism grounds. Likewise, any humanitarian case for remaining in Afghanistan had to overcome terrible loss of life among those it intended to help.

Withdrawal safeguarded America’s reputation and ended a cycle of violence

However noble America’s intentions, most of the world did not see U.S. bombing as benevolent. The Eurasia Group Foundation’s annual survey of how foreign publics perceive the United States found “[d]isapproval of America’s continuation of the war in Afghanistan was a significant driver of anti-American sentiment” in early 2021. This was especially so in Muslim-majority nations, which largely perceived the United States as an imperialist aggressor. Airstrikes do not seem a “light footprint” to those living beneath their predation.

This negative perception hampered American efforts in the broader war on terror, where anecdotes abound of airstrikes driving terrorist recruitment. Retired Gen. Stanley McChrystal once warned drones were “hated on a visceral level,” and worried this hatred exacerbates a “perception of American arrogance.” Hatred and resentment fueled enemy propaganda and undercut America’s ability to call out rival regimes for their own human rights abuses. At a minimum, prolonging war in
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Afghanistan would have deepened a widespread belief that the United States meddles too much and kills too many policing faraway conflicts. Over time, withdrawal will lessen this perception and slow the creation of enemies.

Despite misconceptions to the contrary, the war in Afghanistan actually grew more deadly over time.

Withdrawal honored democratic and constitutional principles

War creates acute legal and ethical needs for public approval at home. Yet war in Afghanistan became less popular the longer it dragged on, which strained the legitimacy of plans to fight indefinitely. The further the mission drifted from what Congress initially intended, the thinner its legitimacy became, subverting the ideals America hoped to proliferate. Withdrawal honored these ideals and brought U.S. foreign policy closer in line with healthy legal limits.

The U.S. Constitution was designed on the intuitive principle that ordinary Americans deserve a say in where, why, and whether their government kills in their name. The president commands the armed forces, but only Congress—the people’s more direct representatives—can take the weightier step of declaring war. In such a system, leaders cannot strategize as if their constituents’ will to fight were inexhaustible. Resolve is a scarce resource, and one long since expended in Afghanistan.

Even 12 years before the withdrawal, President Obama’s surge was only politically feasible when paired with a withdrawal timeline. He explicitly rejected calls for “open-ended escalation” that “would commit us to a nation building project of up to a decade.” More than a decade later, Americans were even less enthused about fighting indefinitely. Over 70 percent supported withdrawal at the time of President Biden’s decision, and strong majorities continued to support it even during the unsightly evacuation.

Critics argued these views were weakly held and unlikely to swing election outcomes. This may be true, but it does not matter. Americans’ understandable fatigue at two decades of Afghanistan updates should not be used to marginalize their
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objections, nor normalize war waged quietly by technocrats hiding from public referendum. A wary and divided home front is ill-positioned to prevail in sustained conflicts abroad, as the Vietnam War illustrated. And warring by the passive indifference of the governed perversely inverts our constitutional default from peace until Congress clamors for war, to war until voters are impacted enough to care.  

That the United States remained in Afghanistan as long as it did shows how warped its constitutional balance has become. The invasion was originally authorized to target those responsible for 9/11, just three days after the attacks. More than 20 years later, almost all responsible are long dead—yet the 2001 authorization continues to be abused for purposes far beyond the intent or imagination of its rattled and grieving authors. It has led to military operations in 85 nations, with combat troops in 15 and airstrikes in seven—very few of which could be named by your average American. It’s led to the Patriot Act, no-fly lists, NSA spying, and a secret drone program used to kill U.S. citizens without trial, each curtailing Americans’ freedom more sharply than terrorists ever could. Withdrawal was only a first step to curtailing these abuses—but it was a needed first step.  

Withdrawal focused the West’s strategic attention

Before invading Afghanistan, the United States was a global hegemon enjoying unrivaled military, economic, and technological primacy. Military debacles in the greater Middle East are a significant reason why each of these advantages have significantly degraded 20 years later.

First, war in Afghanistan distracted American strategists from graver threats that grew quietly over time. While the United States was mired in asymmetric warfare, both Russia and China invested in conventional warfighting capabilities. Even as the United States gradually became attuned to the growing possibility of conflict in Taiwan or Ukraine, the need to protect U.S. servicemembers from actual and ongoing conflict in Afghanistan prompted overinvestment in counterinsurgency platforms. It also impeded a necessary shift away from land power into the naval and air power decisive in an Asian conflict.

Deployments to Afghanistan also overstretched military resources at the tactical and operational level. As any soldier will tell you, training requirements already far outpace the number of training hours available. Time spent preparing for one mission necessarily reduces readiness in another. Emphasizing COIN doctrine and nation-building to a generation of warfighters degraded readiness on the core competencies of near-peer conflict and prompted disproportionate investment in jobs better left to civilian agencies. This is the danger of a “Swiss Army knife” military. Withdrawing from Afghanistan let the U.S. military refocus on developing comparative advantages where they're needed most.

Finally, war in Afghanistan diverted Europe’s attention from its own security at home. After 9/11, NATO invoked Article V for the first time in its history, eager to show that collective defense was not one-directional. Although NATO allies were certainly following the United States’ lead, their combined 7,000 troops in country actually exceeded America’s military footprint at the start of 2021. Allied help was appreciated, but it would have been better cashed-in elsewhere. For example, several of these same NATO allies still lag the organization’s target of spending 2 percent of GDP on defense, enabling continued overreliance on the United States even as U.S. power and interests in Europe waned. Russia’s invasion of Ukraine illustrates this problem. The heavier NATO’s military burden, the less far “burden sharing” went towards actual defense against Russia. Withdrawal refocused the alliance on defending Europe: the original function for which it’s best suited.

In these ways, withdrawal critics undersold the costs of continued war in Afghanistan. War is more than just presence or support. It is more dangerous to civilians, to our soldiers, to our reputation, and to our strategic attention. It costs more money and has more stringent constitutional requirements. Naturally, it gets a shorter leash than mere deterrence, or a Marshall Plan, or anything we do in Japan. Peace can last for 70 years; war should not.


War was not protecting Americans from terrorism

The counterterrorism argument for remaining in Afghanistan failed on many levels. First, terrorists do not need a “safe haven” in order to plan and conduct attacks. Even if they did, Afghanistan is unlikely to become a safe haven for terrorists, since the Taliban have strong incentive to dissuade the United States from returning. Even if those threatening the West did return to Afghanistan in force, the United States could combat them with advanced over-the-horizon capabilities. These capabilities are deemed sufficient in dozens of other poorly governed spaces from which terrorists currently operate, including some assessed to pose greater threats than Afghanistan. Besides, the litany of costs described above were vastly disproportionate to the scale of overall terror risk.

After 9/11, the United States adopted a series of internal reforms—like fortifying cockpit doors and sharing intelligence between foreign and domestic investigations—intended to better defend Americans from terrorist attacks. This “domestic hardening,” combined with more vigilant policing, has successfully thwarted subsequent attacks on U.S. soil. A Brown University report found that the “vast majority of these unsuccessful attacks had been prevented through the use of traditional law enforcement tools.”

By contrast, the extensive overseas war on terror has woefully failed to reduce the number or gravity of terrorist threats abroad. The U.S. invasion did weaken Al-Qaeda in Afghanistan, and it has not mounted a major attack since. But the war also dispersed Al-Qaeda affiliates to Pakistan and other places, then led to their replacement by ISIS. And overall, the State Department’s list of Foreign Terrorist Organizations has more than doubled since 2001, while total terrorist recruitment, attacks, and fatalities have also increased. “Our defenses are far stronger,” The Atlantic summarized, “but what we have to defend against has outpaced our progress.” To go backwards after so much cost in blood and treasure was a tragic error.

Despite this lack of progress, terrorism poses very little danger to Americans and is given vastly disproportionate attention by media and military alike. Including 9/11, Americans’ annual risk of dying in a terrorist attack from 1975 to 2017 was roughly 1 in 4.4 million—some eight times lower than one’s annual risk of being struck by lightning. Further reducing these tiny risks—even if they were effective—is not worth very much money. Offensive counterterrorism operations are only worthwhile if they’re virtually free, which the war in Afghanistan was not. A defensive, nonmilitary strategy would be perfectly sufficient moving forward, with over-the-horizon strikes available for emergencies.

War was not helping Afghanistan

Upheaval in Afghanistan has unwound economic and political progress, and the United States should immediately loosen or remove sanctions that cruelly exacerbate the crisis. But to cite these tragic circumstances as an argument against withdrawal assumes such tragedies were preventable, as opposed to merely postponable. Truly preventing them would have required either staying forever or staying for long enough to make progress “stick” without Americans holding it up. The first 20 years did not make progress much stickier; there is no reason to suspect 20 more years would have, either.

Military spending made Afghan democracy less responsive to its citizens than it was to foreign funders. A 2020 report from the Afghan Analysts Network detailed how the predictable incentives of a “rentier state”—a state with a budget and GDP dominated by outside income—conspired to stagnate progress in Afghanistan, entrenching inequality and corruption while weakening accountability. As Farah Stockman described in The New York Times:
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[War] **became** the Afghan economy...[dwarfing] every other economic activity, apart from the opium trade...Over two decades, the U.S. government spent $145 billion on reconstruction and aid and an additional $837 billion on war fighting, in a country where the G.D.P. hovered between $4 billion and $20 billion per year. Economic growth has risen and fallen with the number of foreign troops in the country....

[Such] surreal amounts of cash poisoned the country...embittering those who didn’t have access to it and setting off rivalries among those who did... Why build a factory or plant crops when you can get fabulously wealthy selling whatever the Americans want to buy? Why fight the Taliban when you could just pay them not to attack?27
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**Afghanistan as a rentier state**

Domestic revenue accounted for only 38% of Afghan government expenditure.


International aid accounted for much of Afghanistan’s overall government expenditures, making it more responsive to outside funders than its own citizens.

Such rampant corruption made the Afghan Republic dysfunctional. Public services were provided inconsistently, if at all, and very often required bribes. Public officials were often ghosts, collecting salaries for positions that existed on paper only. Hundreds of schoolrooms were likewise imaginary, sitting empty and unused (if they were even built).28 Policemen extorted drivers at “informal” highway checkpoints. Provincial governors framed rival tribes as Taliban so U.S. forces would fight on their behalf. Courts collected lawyers’ fees, then failed to resolve disputes anyway. Some estimates put bribes at 13 percent of Afghanistan’s GDP. In the eyes of many Afghans, such outrages were worse than the Taliban, whose religious piety at least motivated integrity (corruption was rare under Taliban rule).29

Disillusionment with this corruption undercut the legitimacy of the Afghan Republic. In a country of 40 million people, only 1.8 million voted in the most recent presidential election in 2019. Of these, Ashraf Ghani was said to have won 50.64 percent—but few can know if that’s true, since allegations of ballot-stuffing were rampant. Both leading candidates declared victory and held separate inauguration ceremonies on the same day, casting the entire nation into a months-long political crisis. Negotiations subsequently produced a power-sharing deal—just as they had five years prior, when the same two candidates squared off in another election marked by fraud. Democracy is a strong word for such a system. It is not one the United States had a duty to defend.

U.S. presence also poisoned progress by framing it as foreign. The irony of external efforts to inspire national identity is that nothing so animates Afghan nationalism as deeply ingrained resistance to foreign domination. Lingering U.S. forces tarred democracy with the smudge of occupation, whereas fighting un-Islamic invaders and their perceived puppet state only legitimized the Taliban. Over time, the United States may have built a nation after all, of exactly the opposite sort it intended.

---
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No wonder, then, that the war was going poorly long before the withdrawal. By 2019, the Taliban held more territory than at any point since 2001. A Brookings Institute report from this January concluded “the Taliban is ascendant in Afghanistan and...the United States does not have the capacity, at any reasonable cost, to reverse that trend, even with a sustained military presence.” The speed of Afghanistan’s collapse last summer proved such warnings prescient. Many Afghans were willing to fight for a salary, but relatively few were willing to die for what they saw as a doomed a puppet government.

Finally, Afghanistan’s development was hampered by growing recognition that the order upheld by U.S. support was necessarily impermanent. U.S. leaders could not convince Afghans that American troops would remain for decades if they could not even say so to Americans without inciting public outcry. This not only undercut negotiating leverage, but inclined Afghans to short-term thinking, which was unhelpful to building enduring institutions. Far from laying conditions for peace, U.S. presence kept the country in limbo, obscuring pathways to organic growth that could only emerge in its absence.

Nothing President Biden decided could change this reality. If he did not withdraw, the next president might. In fact, his likely 2024 opponent already tried to do so. Polls showed Americans in both parties wanted out, and the enemy knew this. Time was necessarily on their side.

Given these obstacles, U.S. presence could only plausibly be called “sustainable” (as it was time and again by withdrawal critics) in terms of what intervention cost—never in terms of what it bought. This weakened the case for buying Afghan rights one year at a time, even if the costs were as low as advertised.

**U.S. credibility is enhanced by dissolving peripheral commitments**

International commitments are bound by what is possible and cost-effective. Despite overblown but predictable hand-wringing that “abandoning” Afghans would make other allies doubt the reliability of U.S. commitments abroad, rational allies understand the United States cannot offer them a blank check. In fact, blank-check commitments are themselves uncredible, and abandoning them enhances credibility elsewhere.

The United States fought for the Islamic Republic of Afghanistan for 20 years, at a price exceeding $2 trillion. It continued to fight long after its core self-interest of decimating Qaeda and punishing the Taliban were achieved and long after it became clear to most observers that the nation-building enterprise was doomed. If this sends our allies any message at all, it’s that the United States will stubbornly err on the side of overcommitment to them from jingoistic pride. If the withdrawal sends a message, it’s that the United States is increasingly able to distinguish core from peripheral interests and invest in them proportionally—which motivates allies to become more vital to, and less dependent on, the United States.

Hopefully, this will eventually enable the United States to rebalance its commitments in line with its actual interests. Until then, the resources freed up by withdrawal make the United States better able to honor other commitments. The beneficiaries of these commitments should feel reassured that their partner is no longer so overextended.

**Withdrawing from Afghanistan was long overdue**

By the time President Biden acknowledged these realities, withdrawal from Afghanistan was long overdue. The United States had little to gain from postponing it any further. Risk from terror attacks was small, manageable, and not meaningfully reduced by continued presence overseas. A self-sufficient Afghan Republic was not on the horizon. U.S. credibility was not on the line. To remain in Afghanistan was to prolong a conflict killing dozens of innocents per day, without serving any strategic or humanitarian purpose.

---

Withdrawal, by contrast, achieved significant moral, financial, and strategic gains. It relieved an overextended military; conveyed firm national priorities; saved tens of billions of dollars per year; and honored the obvious wishes of the American people. It freed up mental and material resources to focus on more important challenges. It gave much of the world one less reason to hate or attack the United States. And it ended a war once called endless, closing the book on a painful chapter in two countries’ histories. Restoring a proper balance to American foreign policy will require President Biden and his successors to make more brave choices moving forward, but he deserves real credit for getting started.

*Portions of this explainer originally appeared in the Yale Journal of International Affairs.*